Strike (the right) pose

Yoga classes are not all ohms and sun salutations — choose your path with our guide.
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The best class for you

Even if you're not looking to become a warrior yogi through Ashtanga, if that's what fits into your schedule, your teacher can help make it work for you. Res has several variations on a pose to suit different bodies and skills. But she does have a recommendation: "The body clock in the morning is tightest. As the day progresses, the body opens up and releases; the evening is a better time to do your practice."

Bikram

Also known as "hot yoga," Bikram will have you sweating before it even begins. Hot yoga rooms are heated to about 105 degrees, which can boost the metabolism — but it's not for everyone. "When you heat up your body like that, you can overstretch and pull something. You're also not breathing as deeply," Res warns. "It's the breathing in conjunction with the poses, that's what causes the body to become aligned." Hydration becomes extra important, so bring water.

Yoga Journal Live!

Salute the newly returned sun at Yoga Journal Live on April 23-27 at the Hilton. There are over 100 classes for kids, beginners and seasoned yogis, with meditation and therapy-focused lessons, and a life in Balance speaker series of more than 30 of the most renowned teachers, including Rodney Yee and Kathryn Budig. Some of the lectures and community classes, as well as a yoga market, are free, while full-day and weekend workshop passes are available for $285. Learn more at yjlive.com.

Hatha

Hatha was the first yoga style to arrive in the States and remains the most popular. It's also the one where teachers have the most flexibility in their choice of poses, though they tend to involve more stretching, so classes may vary depending on who's leading it or the difficulty level. The speed of the class can also be slower, as a teacher may focus on holding a pose longer to teach proper breathing technique.

Ashtanga

"This is the only one that follows a primary series, poses set from back when Buddhist monks practiced in the monastery," says Res. Besides being the oldest, it is also one of the most intense practices, with constant movement through 20 poses (it's often listed as power yoga on schedules). "This is the harder one," she warns.

Good for: If you want a cardio element to your Zen.